Care & maintenance
Guide

Leather
FK 87 Grashopper, FK 82 X-Chair, FK 6720 Easy Chair/Sofa, JK 710 Skater Chair, HB 6915 Daybed
Lange Production use high quality aniline leather in all our furniture. The aniline leather is a full
graind vegetable tanned leather. The leather’s natural structure makes it very comfortable to sit in
and gain a beautiful patina over time. Since the aniline leather is a natural material, marks can occur
such as: Insect bites, scars, neck wrinkles, birth marks, hair whirls.
The best maintenance of the leather is to regular vacuum clean with a soft brush - avoid sharp
objects and avoid any cleaning products. We recommend that you do not to place your leather
furniture in direct sunlight or near extreme heat.

Textiles
JK 710 Skater Chair, JK 810 Chair
To prolong the lifespan of upholstered furniture it is important to clean and maintain regularly. We
recommend you to vacuum your upholstered furniture weekly to remove any dust.
Stain removal:
If you get a wet stain on your upholstered furniture, dap immediately a hand warm wrung cloth on
to the stain - do not rub! Rubbing can damage the fabric and can cause loss of color. Leave to dry
before use. Often you can remove dried stains by vacuuming the upholstery.

Solid wood & oil treated wood
Wing Table serie
Wood is a natural and living material. Color variations of the same wood type can occur, due to the
wood’s natural lines and knots.
Be aware not to place your solid wood furniture near heating sources to prevent the wood form
drying out. Direct sunlight can mature the wood - it is important not to place items on a new piece
of wood furniture before oil treated if placed in direct sunlight as it will leave a mark.
To ensure a long lifespan and a beautiful patina of your wood product it is important to do correct
and regular maintenance. For everyday cleaning, wipe the wood with a hand warm wrung cloth and
finish off by wiping dry with a dry clean cloth - do not use any cleaning products.
If the wood have any scratches, give it a light and gentle sanding using a sanding sponge or very
fine sanding paper. It is important only to sand in the direction of the grains. After sanding, remove
the dust with a clean and dry cloth.
Maintain your wood furniture with a frequent oil treatment, as it will penetrate into the grain and create a water repellent surface and give it a smooth finish. You do it by applying a thin and even layer
of oil in the direction of the grain and finish off by removing the excess oil with a clean dry cloth. Allow the oil to dry for approx 24 hours before use, by a weeks time the surface will be fully hardened.

Lacquered wood
FK 100 Sideboard, FK 150 Sideboard, GJ Bow Chair
The lacquered surface on natural wood and veneer will take on a patina and darken within the first
weeks of use.
If you place your lacquered furniture in direct sunlight it is important not to place items on top of
your furniture in the first weeks, as it can cause discoloring on the surface.
Remove stains by wiping the furniture with a hand warm wrung cloth and finish of by wiping with
a dry clean cloth until completely dry, to avoid stripes. We recommend not to use any chemicals
on the lacquered surfaces as it can damage the lacquer. Do not use steel wool sponge only soft
cloths.

Colored lacquer
JK 810 Chair
The colored lacquer seals the surface, which makes it very easy to maintain.
To remove stains wipe the furniture with a hand warm wrung cloth and finish off by wiping with
a dry cloth until surface is completely dry, to avoid stripes on the lacquer. We recommend not to
use any chemicals on the lacquered surfaces, as it can damage the color. Do not use steel wool
sponge only soft cloths.
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Laminate
HB 128 Bar Cart
Laminate is very easy to maintain in good condition. Wipe frequently with a clean hand warm wrung
cloth to remove dirt and dust, polish with a dry fluffy free cloth. Remember to remove wet stains, if
you leave to dry this can cause limescale marks.

Chrome-plated steel & powder-coated steel
FK 87 Grasshopper, FK 82 X- Chair, FK 6720 Easy Chair/Sofa, JK 710 Skater Chair, HB 6915 Daybed,
HB 128 Bar Cart, FK 89 Coffée Table, FK 90 Coffée Table, FK 91 Coffée Table, FK 100 Sideboard,
FK 150 Sideboard
Chrome-plating gives your metal objects a smooth silky surface, you will need some regular maintenance to keep this clean and shiny.
To clean the chrome-plated steel use a clean soft hand warm wrung cloth and dry immediately with
a clean soft cloth to avoid water spots on the steel. Do not use any steel wool sponge only. We
recommend not to use any chemicals on the chrome-plate and powder-coated steel as this can
damage the surface.

Glass
FK 89 Coffée Table, FK 90 Coffée Table, FK 91 Coffée Table
Glass requires every day wiping with a clean fluffy free cloth to keep it dirt and dust free. Use hand
warm water and wipe the glass, dry immediately with a clean fluffy free cloth to polish. It is important
to wipe of any liquids immediately to avoid limescale marks. In case that you need to remove any
grease use recommended glass cleaners. Do not use any chemicals that can damage the glass.

Marble
FK 89 Coffée Table, FK 90 Coffée Table, FK 91 Coffée Table
Lange Production only use the delicate white/grey marble from Carrara, known for their high quality.
To maintain the silky mat look and to improve the marble’s stain resistance, we recommend to regularly treat your marble with soap flakes. Whip 2-3 tablespoons of soap flakes in 1 litre of boiled water, whip until all the flakes are dissolved then only use the foam. Apply the foam with a soft cloth all
over the marble, and leave for a few minutes, wipe of the excess foam and dry with a dry soft cloth.

Carpet
JK VarioLine
We recommend treating everyday stains and spillages by mopping up the area and using a solution
of soft soap in warm water if required. If you experience a serious spillage we recommend you to
contact carpet cleaning professionals.
New rugs can shed a bit of fluff, which is created from excess fibres that were not properly incorporated into the yarn during spinning. This is normal, and is not a sign that your rug is falling apart! It is best
to vacuum a rug often at first - after some time the fluffing will lessen and eventually cease.
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